REWARD BIG: SCORES HUNT
For Pettipatners Who Blow Us Los Angeles Times Building
EACH DAY
EVERY CITY IS
ALERT FOR CONSPIRATOR'S
Class Prize to Purchase of Dynamite by Three Men Near
Frankfort—Reward Offered.

LOUISIANA, Feb. 1—Detectives of the Louisiana State Police have been given the go-ahead to hunt for a team of three men who are believed to have purchased dynamite near Frankfort. The men were last seen driving a white pickup truck and are believed to be heading towards the coast. Anyone with information is urged to contact local authorities.

Nelson Smith for Poor Men
Raise Voice in Behalf of Laborers Charging Class Dis-

orientation.

Eight Sidewalks Contracts Awarded as Part of Three Go to the
Company—Two Licenses Are Granted.

SEATTLE, Feb. 1—Eight sidewalk contracts were awarded to contractors for the construction of new sidewalks in various parts of the city. The contracts were awarded on a competitive basis, and the winning contractors were required to complete the work within a specified time frame. The awards were made by the Seattle City Council and were part of a larger plan to improve the city's infrastructure.

NACHES AVENUE LIGHTING IS CAUSE OF HIS WRAITH
Eighteen lights were put up on Naches Avenue last night during a search and rescue operation. The lights were necessary due to a previous accident on the road, which caused a delay in traffic. The lights were provided by the city's public works department.

TRIED TO LOOT SKAGWAY BOAT
Believe and Currency Amounting to Over $2,100 was Stolen

Two Arrests Have Been
MADE; ANOTHER EXPECTED.

Attempt Made at Mall Stands
City of Seattle Was Approaching
Port in Pearl Sound From

World's Series to Athletes Field
Tons of Coins Doles Beginning of Championship Baseball

Atteickey, Feb. 1—An attempt was made at Mall Stands, City of Seattle, to approach the port in Pearl Sound from the world's series to athletes field. The attempt was unsuccessful, and the suspect was arrested.

Henry Wende Takes Friends After Bear
Taylor Arrest With Four Albuquerque and New Mexico

Women to Organize a Domestic Union

Becky Brundage
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PRAISES HOSPITALITY: FRUIT NOT SO GOOD
Wenatchee Man Says Many Fine Things About Way He Was
Treated Here.

WASHINGTON, Feb. 1—Wenatchee Man Says Many Fine Things About Way He Was
Treated Here.

The Wenatchee Daily News
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